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Summary of All Evidence => Intent to Harm

- **Toxic by Design:** Mechanisms of injury designed into C-19 injections & drugs, non-validated diagnostics + fear rituals (masking and distancing)
- **No Safety:** hospital murder protocols (false PCR+remdesivir+midazolam+vent) driving “covid mortality”, ~17 million deaths by “covid vaccines” globally
- **No Efficacy:** vax negative efficacy, kidney failure by remdesivir
- **Bad Manufacturing:** Highly variable production, non-compliant with cGMP, no enforcement of cGMP by any agency
- **Malignant Policy Worldwide:** Government lies, cover-up, gaslighting of the injured, prosecution of dissent and whistleblowers, collusion with media, perverse financing of the above => **intent to harm**
Product does not conform to labels (worldwide vial testing)*

- RNA non-conforming to label
- PlasmidDNA + SV40!
- Toxic metals of unknown origin or purpose:
  - Caesium, potassium, calcium, barium, cobalt, iron, chromium, titanium, cerium, gadolinium, aluminum, silicon, sulfur, thulium, antimony.
- Hydrogel (DARPA hydrogel?) + Graphene oxide?
- Micro- and macro-objects/structures:
  - “blobs”, particles, crystals, square shapes, fibers, ribbons, etc.

Independent Illumina sequencing

What was disclosed to the EMA

Raw reads public

No sequencing provided

SV40 omitted?

Source: Kevin McKernan, *Preprint DOI 10.31219/osf.io/b9t7m*
the contributions of scientists to problems of national security and public benefit.” Their meeting concentrated on the near-term future threat of biological warfare, specifically on genetically engineered pathogens and weapons.

The JASON Group that met in 1997 grouped potential genetically engineered pathogens into six broad groups of potential futuristic threats:

- Binary biological weapons
- Designer genes
- Gene therapy as a weapon
- Stealth viruses
- Host-swapping diseases
- Designer diseases

3) **Gene Therapy as a Weapon**: Gene therapy will revolutionize the treatment of human genetic diseases. The goal is to effect a permanent change in the genetic composition of a person by repairing or replacing a faulty gene. Genes have already been spliced into bacteria to produce “human” insulin in large quantities. The eventual goal is to splice a gene that codes for the production of insulin into human pancreatic tissue to cure diabetes. Similar research is progressing on adding in the missing gene to prevent the symptoms of cystic fibrosis. However, the same technology could be subverted to insert pathogenic genes.
Pfizer Lot# FL8095 tested by Kevin McKernan - Death of a healthy 10 yo 1 day after injection

Total reported to date:
- 1400 AE, majority in children
- 65 serious and life-threatening events, 62 in children
- Lot was not recalled
Documents Leaked from EMA

“Bait and Switch”: Remove Manufacturers’ Liability at the EU Level, while Promising Stronger Liability Protection to Public/Member States
Opinion of the European Regulators (EMA) Nov 30, 2020:

• Pfizer/BioNTech manufacturing processes (at all sites) were NOT GMP compliant:
  • Switch from Process 1 (clin trial) to Process 2 (commercial) – only 250 subj in clinical trial received Process 2
  • Regulators deemed data non-comparable and wanted a new study
  • Not validated, proprietary “black box” process, much information missing
  • No plan/deadline for cGMP compliance

• 117 Major Objections and Concerns listed by the regulators:
  • For any normal product, even a fraction of this would have halted the approval
  • All objections would need to be resolved before authorization

• 2 weeks later the product is “authorized” and shipped worldwide...
Pfizer Supply Agreements with EU Forced Member States to Waive All Liability:

Purchasers must “indemnify, defend and hold harmless Pfizer ... from and against any and all suits, claims, actions, demands, losses, damages, liabilities, settlements, penalties, fines, costs and expenses ... arising out of, relating to, or resulting from the Vaccine.”
Regulatory “approval” was a sham:

Neither the regulators, nor vaccinators, nor most pharma employees know what is in the vials.

They are just following orders... Whose orders??
Warp Speed Was a Military Operation
The State of War:
“Public Health Emergency” declaration suspends the Constitution, consolidates all power in the Executive branch (HHS)

The Weapons:
EUA Countermeasures funded by US DOD under Defense Production and Other Transaction Authority

The Shield:
2005 PREP Act removes liability for “covered persons” using “covered countermeasures” on condition of following orders of “health” authorities = license to kill
Countermeasures are “medicines” without regulatory consumer safeguards

- 21 USC 360bbb-3(k): use of EUA-covered medical countermeasure (MCM) products, once designated as such by the Secretary of Health and Human Services “shall not be considered to constitute a clinical investigation.”

- Deployed by HHS Secretary based on “may be effective” opinion. No evidence from clinical trials required.
Not in charge: Pharma companies ($$$$)

In charge: NSC, DOD, BARDA
OWS/BARDA Vaccine Manufacturing Portfolio

Vaccines

- Janssen: Ad26 Vector Mfg. Demo
- Sanofi Pasteur: Recombinant Protein + AS03 Adjuvant Mfg. Demo
- AstraZeneca: AZD1222 (ChAdOx1) Mfg. Demo
- Moderna: mRNA-1273 Commercial Scale Mfg.
- Novavax: NVX-CoV2373 Mfg. Demo
- Pfizer: BNT162 (mRNA) Mfg. Demo

Vaccine Supporting Efforts

- Emergent: Manufacturing Capacity & Vial Filling
- Smiths Medical: Needles & Syringes Mfg. Expansion & Capacity Expansion
- Cytiva: Manufacturing of Pharmaceutical Consumables
- BD: Needles & Syringes Mfg. Capacity Expansion
- Corning: Vial Manufacturing Capacity
- Grand River: Domestic Fill/Finish Capacity Expansion
- Qilin: Manufacturing Capacity Reservation & Expansion
- Texas A&M University System: Raw Materials for mRNA Vaccine Manufacturing
- Paltheon: Fill/Finish Capacity

Mfg = ≥100M doses
Violation of cGMP (CFR Title 21*)
Not possible to manufacture safe products before safety is properly tested
“Platforms” do not exempt each product from full safety testing requirements
• All contracts from DOD via ATI “management company”, not directly with government
• Robert Kadlec (ASPR Secretary under Trump) personally controlled $$$ contracts.
• Kadlec lead “update” to PREP Act to fully shield pharmas from liability. Ex-lobbyist for Emergent Biosolutions, a defense manufacturer which got contract to made J&J and AZ covid vaccines.

Full list available at https://www.keionline.org/covid-contracts
Pfizer Contract

• Invoked by defense in the Motion to Dismiss Brook Jackson’s case (Apr 2022)
• Judge agreed and dismissed the case (Mar 2023)
• Case being appealed
“Vaccine Development and Approval” was a performance art to fool the public

- Ordered “demonstration” (i.e. fake) in DOD contracts for vaccines
- Clinical trials were not ordered by DOD/HHS - not possible for countermeasures
- cGMP compliance was mentioned in contracts but not possible to enforce due to PREP Act
- “Legally” there were no clinical trial subjects or investigators, and no informed consent - not possible for EUA countermeasures under PHE
A “medical product” for which there is no liability, all risk is forced onto recipients and all profits are privatized is not a medical product at all.